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Rooke

I'm a skilled software engineer looking to contribute to a talented engineering organization. I value honesty, hard work, and above all
humour. I've learned a wide variety of technology and languages over my career, and have come to philosophy that simple is better,
independent of the technology.

LANGUAGES

Java, Go, Javascript, Typescript, Clojure, Scala, Python, C, C++

WORK EXPERIENCE

Google

Led a team that managed the certi�cation toolset for the Stadia Partner Experience, which ensured content on Stadia was
properly tested prior to launch. Involved extensive frontend work on the Stadia Partner Portal (the website for Stadia game
publishers), as well as backend systems that managed certi�cation state and progress.

Led an effort to allow these certi�cation requirements to be dynamically evaluated in Stadia's web-based development toolset,
saving publishers time and money.

Finished a project to allow unpublished or pre-release Stadia content to be easily beta tested or previewed just using the Stadia
Partner Portal, without any need for Stadia's partner support to be involved.

Sortable

Led the team that developed Sortable's Enterprise product, which accounted for over half of Sortable's revenue. Involved tooling
that integrated with Google Ad Manager, PrestoDB, and AngularJS to aggregating dozens of data sources into a single system
that reported on billions of ad impressions per month.

Wrote a statistical inference system to maximize total publisher revenue with header bidding, resulting in 7-digit increased
revenue over 4 years.

GateGrub.ca

Created GateGrub.ca, a startup to order food to your airport gate online. Built a proof-of-concept HTML5 frontend using
AngularJS, and a scalable backend in Node.js.

Telogis

Telogis acquired Maptuit in March 2012.

Participated in porting a legacy WinCE-based turn-by-turn navigation application to Android using qt-necessitas; later this
involved a transition to Xamarin for simultaneous Android and iOS application support.

Identi�ed technical differences between each companies' road network routing algorithms, and implemented improvements
where appropriate, e.g. adding truck-speci�c route costing to Telogis' routing algorithms.

Maptuit

Responsible for the core routing algorithms used throughout Maptuit's suite of GIS software; the software was mainly tailored to
long-haul trucking �eets. Implemented architecture changes that increased backend routing performance by up to 12x.

Responsible for the creation of a custom geocoder (address-to-location) for use in a mobile GPS navigation system.
Implemented in C, design goals included tight speed and size constraints for use in a WinCE-based turn-by-turn navigation
application deployed to over 20,000 trucks.

Auodesk Canada

Developed “AppMap,” a new method of visualizing and accessing vast GUI interfaces, including Maya and AutoCAD. AppMap
was developed with OpenGL and WinForms, with a version developed speci�cally for the Microsoft Surface.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CFwqF0czjbo

EDUCATION

Queen's University

Mathematics and engineering program, computing and communication option.

Queen's Univeristy

https://qspace.library.queensu.ca/handle/1974/1817

Other related tech: Presto, Apache Spark, SQL, AngularJS, AWS.

Senior Software Developer
(Jan 2020 - Feb 2023)

Senior Software Developer
(Jul 2015 - Jan 2020)

Co-Founder
(Jan 2015 - Apr 2015)

Developer
(Apr 2012 - Sep 2014)

Programmer
(Feb 2010 - Apr 2012)

Research Intern
(Feb 2009 - Oct 2009)

B.Sc., Engineering
(Sep 2002 - May 2006)

M.Sc., Computer Science
(Sep 2006 - Jan 2009)
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